Tomas Rodrigues Pereira and his relatives in the
Historical Archives of Protocoles of Madrid
Researchs of 15h April 2016, 11th September 2014 and 6th November 2014

Protocole 8518 (added in 15 April 2016). Will of Ana de Losada (b.a. 1615?) , widow of Manuel
Rodríguez, shoemaker, in 3 May 1656. It is likely that they were of Portuguese or Galician
origin, because of their last names and the job of Manuel, typical of converted Jews then.
Protocole 9113 (added in 15 April 2016). Will of doña María Rodríguez de Losada (b.a. 16151620?), wife of Domingo Cid, notary clerk of Madrid, in 28 May 1655. She was a daughter of
Marcos Rodríguez de Losada and Juana Mata, and had two brothers: the second lieutenant D.
Gaspar Rodríguez de Losada, who died in the Spanish War of Seccession in Badajoz, and Juan
Rodriguez de Losada, who was in Sicily. This last name Rodríguez de Losada could have its
origin in the province of Orense, Galicia, or in Portugal.
Protocole 10052 (added in 15 April 2016). Will of doña Ana de Losada (b.a. 1570-1575?),
widow of Franco [Francisco?] Gómez, notary clerk of the Royal Board of Works and Forests, in
12 May 1661. They had two late daughters, Antonia Gómez Tenorio (b.a. 1600-1605?) and
Melchora Gómez, one alive son, friar Gabriel Gómez, religious of the order of Our Lady of
Mercy, and three grandchildren: doña Melchora (b.a. 1630-1635?), don Marcos and don
Fernando de Saavedra y Losa[da?], children of the above-mentioned doña Melchora and
Fernando de Saavedra. Morever, doña Ana had a late sister named doña María de Arias. They
could be in part or Galician origin, because of their last names, but also from another areas of
Western Spain and even Portugal.
Protocole 3935 (added in 15 April 2016)
Protocole 5709 (added in 15 April 2016)
Protocole 5428. Main finding: marriage contract in 1628 of Tomás Rodríguez Pereira (b.a.
1605), native of Vila Flor, son of Antonio Pereira and Beatriz Gerónima (b. about 1575?), to
Beatriz Gómez, daughter of Basco Fernández Gómez and Inés de Matos.
Protocole 2111. Inventory of goods in 1610 of the late Domingo Pereira, Portuguese merchant
resident in Madrid, brother of Antonio Pereira, also merchant. Updated in 6th November
2014 (no result; I finished to see the whole protocole; I realized that this notary was a Notary
of Province in the Court, not a normal notary of the town).
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Note: Domingo Pereira made documents before the notary Miguel Álvarez, but the
protocoles of this notary, active in 1612 yet, did not last out.
Protocole 3873. Inventory of goods of Leonor Gerónima, 4-4-1625, likely a glazier, wife of
Pedro Soler and relative of doña Catalina Gutiérrez. Her origin is not said. Added in 6th
November 2014.
Protocole 61. Last will of Miguel Gerónimo1, silversmith, husband of Inés de León, resident of
Cordova living in Madrid, in 17th September 1563. Brother of Francisco de Cordova, alledgedly
also a silversmith in Cordova, and Gonzalo Alonso. Added in 6th November 2014.
Protocole 9081. Last will of Antonio de Losada, husband of Isabel Alfonso [= Afonso], 11 April
1656, fol. 128. Added in 6th November 2014. With no children. He was a son of the late Pedro
Rodríguez and the late Isabel Méndez de Losada, natives and residents in Vinhais (Bragança,
Portugal).
Protocole 7409. Partition of goods of Antonio Rodríguez, tapestry weaver, 13-6-1625, fol. 506.
Widower of Catalina Gil, of whom he had a son named Juan Rodríguez. He made a contract
marriage to Isabel Díaz Delgado and it seems that he had a brother called Juan Rodríguez,
apothekary. Antonio married after to María Rodríguez, native of Galicia, in 1629. In 1641 he
was a representative of the Holy Office. Added in 6th November 2014.

AHPMadrid (Archivo Histórico de Protocolos de Madrid), Protocole 8518 (added in 15 April
2016). Will of Ana de Losada (b.a. 1615?) , widow of Manuel Rodríguez, shoemaker, in Madrid,
3 May 1656. They had two children: Francisca Juana Rodriguez, 12 years old (b.a. 1643-1644),
and José Rodríguez, husband of María de la Peña. It is likely that the were of Portuguese or
Galician origin, because of their last names and the job of Manuel, typical of converted Jews
then.
Will of Ana de Losada, widow of Manuel Rodríguez, shoemaker of "ópera prima" (new
shoes), in Madrid, 3 May 1656, before the notary clerk … [I had not the time to read his name]
(AHPM, Protocole 8518, fol 229 r.-230 v.). Fol. 229 r. … Ana de Losada, widow of Manuel
Rodriguez … a little ill ("con algunos achaques") … // [Fol. 229 v.] … to Francisca Juana
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Cf. one goldsmith named Miguel Jerónimo Monegro lived in the parish of San Andrés in Seville in 15441565 according to http://books.google.es/books?id=hpPVQoTHqEC&pg=PA103&lpg=PA103&dq=%22Miguel+Jer%C3%B3nimo%22+platero&source=bl&ots=DwapQkjvpk
&sig=eie9WZKqpyFZYOSPdIUbPBXclM&hl=es&sa=X&ei=VyVdVLmKMrCd7gaKpYGoCA&ved=0CCEQ6AEwAA#v=
onepage&q=%22Miguel%20Jer%C3%B3nimo%22%20platero&f=false
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Rodriguez my daughter, 12 y.o. [personal "efectos", as jewels], … … // [Fol. 230 r.] … when my
son Jusepe Rodriguez married to Maria de la Peña … [I gave to him this amount] by hands of
Juan Garcia de la Rasilla and also Francisca Verdexo … I name my executors the abovementioned Juan Garcia de la Rasilla and Ana Perez his wife … I name my universal heirs my
above-mentioned children Jusepe and Francisca Juana … // [Fol. 230 v.] … the witnesses were
Tomas Baptista, Matheo de la Sierra, Gregorio de Opino [¿O Pino?], Gabriel Diaz and Francisco
Antonio de Soria, residents in Madrid [she did not sign because she cannot]

AHPMadrid (Archivo Histórico de Protocolos de Madrid), Protocole 9113 (added in 15 April
2016). Will of María Rodríguez de Losada (b.a. 1615-1620?), wife of Domingo Cid (the García"
of the summary is a mistake for Cid)2, notary clerk of Madrid, in 28 May 1655. She was a
daughter of Marcos Rodríguez de Losada and Juana Mata, and had two brothers: the second
lieutenant ("alférez") D. Gaspar Rodríguez de Losada, who died in the Spanish War of
Seccession (1640-1652) in the town of Badajoz, and Juan Rodriguez de Losada, who was in
Sicily (Italy). This last name Rodríguez de Losada could have its origin in the province of Orense,
Galicia, where there were some noble lineages of this surname, or in Portugal.
Will of María Rodríguez de Losada, wife of Domingo García, notary clerk of Madrid, in
Madrid, 28 May 1655, before the notary clerk Sebastián de Alfaro (AHPM, Protocole 9113, fol.
102 r.-105 v.). Fol. 102 r. … doña Maria Rodriguez de Lossada, wife of Domingo Çid?, notary
clerk of Madrid, ill in bed, … I order to be buried in the monastery of the Basilios … // [Fol. 102
v.] … [she orders a lot of masses in different churchs of Madrid] … / [Fol 103 r.] … for the souls
of my parents and my siblings … the second lieutenant ("alferez") don Gaspar Rodrigues de
Losada, my brother, son of Marcos Rodriguez de Losada and Juana Mata my parents, who was
killed in Badajoz in this war [he fought in Catalonia too], by his will … he found a memory of a
chapelain … [Maria and his husband borrowed enough money for this aim and sent it to
Catalonia during the war] … // [Fol. 103 v.] … my parents bettered my inheritance in the third
and remaining of the fith of their goods ("el tercio y remanente de quinto") … and it was also
bettered by the late Juana Gonzalez, who was the owner of the house which is object of the
trial, not my parents … I have another legitimate brother // [fol. 104 r.] called Juan Rodriguez
de Lossada who is in Sicily … to Jusepa, my servant, my ordinary dresses and shirts … I give to
doña Antonia de Angulo an old cloak ("manto") … to Maria Abante, wife of Agustin // fol. 104
v. Veleto, a rich long skirt ("guardapies") … I wish to found a memory [but her executors will
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Cf. also the last will of Ana de Losada, wife of Antonio Zid de Verín, in 1654.
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decide about it] … my husband is my heir … // [Fol. 105 r.] … I name my executors my husband,
the father Fr. Maucracio Nabarro de la Fuente and Geronimo Tello … I revoke the will that I
and my husband made previoulsy before Antonio de Aguilar, notary clerk of Madrid … … in //
[Fol. 105 v.] Madrid, 28 May 1655, whose witnesses are Pedro Zamudo [Zamudio?], Bartolome
de Castañeda , Pedro Justo, Pedro de la Puente and Bartolomé de Meruelo, residents in this
Court … [she does not sign because she can not]

AHPMadrid (Archivo Histórico de Protocolos de Madrid), Protocole 10052 (added in 15 April
2016). Will of doña Ana de Losada (b.a. 1570?), widow of Francisco [not Franco]3 Gómez,
notary clerk of chamber of the Royal Board of Works and Forests ("Junta de Obras y Bosques"),
in Madrid in 12 May 1661. They had two late daughters, Antonia Gómez Tenorio (b.a. 16001605?), who made her last will in 1635, and (doña) Melchora Gómez, one alive son, the father
master friar Gabriel Gómez, general member of the government ("definidor general") of the
order of of Our Lady of Mercy, and three grandchildren: doña Melchora (b.a. 1630-1635?, one
of the executors of doña Ana), don Marcos and don Fernando de Saavedra y Losa[da?],
children of the above-mentioned doña Melchora Gómez and Fernando de Saavedra. Morever,
doña Ana had a late sister named doña María de Arias, and his husband had from a first
marriage two sons, called master friar Juan Gómez and master friar Francisco Gómez. Ana de
Losada and her husband had likely too another relative called doña Isabel López, who
bequested some tapestries to the aforementioned friar Gabriel Gómez. They could be or
Galician origin, because of their last names, speciallly Losada and Saavedra, but also from
another areas of Western Spain and even Portugal.
Will of Ana de Losada, 12 May 1661, widow of Franco Gómez, notary clerk of the "Junta de
Obras y Bosques", before the notary clerk of Madrid Pedro Pérez Ortiz (AHPM, Protocole
10052, 1660-1662, 2nd foliation, fol. 83 r.-84 v.). Fol. 83 r. … doña Ana de Losada, widow of
Franc[isc]o Gomez, notary clerk of chamber in the royal board of works and forests ("real junta
de obras y bosques"), ill, … to be buried in the convent of the [order of the] Footweared Mercy
("la Merced Calçada") of this town in the tomb where my daughter Antonia Gomez is buried
near the Santo Cristo or in the one where my daughter Melchora Gomez is buried in the chapel
3

He had this emplyment in 1617 already; cf.
https://books.google.es/books?hl=es&id=J08MAQAAMAAJ&dq=%22Francisco+G%C3%B3mez%22+%22J
unta+de+Obras+y+Bosques%22&focus=searchwithinvolume&q=%22Francisco+G%C3%B3mez%22 >
"Francisco Gómez", and
https://books.google.es/books?id=uUUYRR9iS8wC&pg=PA343&dq=%22Francisco+G%C3%B3mez%22+%
22Junta+de+Obras%22&hl=es&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjw0OTgzpbMAhWFNhoKHbI2BucQ6AEIHDAA#v=on
epage&q=%22Francisco%20G%C3%B3mez%22%20%22Junta%20de%20Obras%22&f=false
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or our lady of the Remedios in the tomb of Juan de Merlos … I ask to the father master
("maestro") Fr Gabriel Gomez my son, general member of the government ("definidor
general") of the order of Our Lady of Mercy ("La Merced") … // [fol. 83 v.] … trial of creditors
("acreedores") before Antonio Cadenas, notary clerk of the province, … we have payed the
interests ("reditos") of one rent ("censo") to the heirs of doña Isabel Albarez de Mendoça … I
have a trial from a lot of years to the Council of the Crusade ("Consejo de la Cruzada") about
the goods of doña Maria de Arias my late sister … some old tapestries of my son the father
master were gave to him by the late doña Isabel Lopez … His Majesty gives to me two "reales"
every day … // [fol. 84 r.] I also declare that doña Antonia Gomez Tenorio my daughter in her
last will and codicile, the first one before Juan de Piña, notary of province in 1 June 1635, and
the codicile before Pedro de Morales, notary clerk of Madrid in 6 June 1635, gave to me the
use of her goods … I name my excutors … and doña Melchora de Saavedra y Losa my
granddaughter … I name my heirs the above-mentioned // [fol. 84 v.] doña Melchora, don
Marcos and don Fernando de Saabedra my grandchildren, legitimate children of doña
Melchora Gomes [sic] my daughter and of Fernando de Saabedra her husband, and the abovementioned father "maestro" Gabriel Gomez… fathers masters Fr Juan Gomez and fr Francisco
Gomez, sons of my husband and his first wife … Madrid, 12 May 1661, whose witnesses were
don Juan Cristobal Bares?, Juan Garcia, servant of Juan Valladares?, Pedro Arzes? Rancaño,
dealer, Juan Trapero, craftsman of carpentry ("oficial de carpinteria"), residents in this Court.
[Note: Ana can not write].

AHPMadrid (Archivo Histórico de Protocolos de Madrid), Protocole 3935 (added in 15 April
2016). Roll of Microfilms n 36, Prot. 3935, from the fol. 83, 2nd foliation; and Prot. 3936, until
the fol. 250, 1st foliation.
Will by Ana de Losada, 3 August 1654 (AHPM, Protocole 3935, fol. 296 r.-). Fol. 296 r. … I,
Ana de Losada, native of the Baldiorra valley (it is to say, the "Valle de Valdeorras"), in the
kingdom of Galicia, resident in this Court, who live in the Mayor street at home of Maria
Garzia, "guarnizionero", parish of San Gines, in wealth, … // [fol. 296 v.] … I order to be buried
in the church of San Gines … [she order a lot of masses for her soul and those of her parents
and her husbands [sic] … // [fol. 297 r.] … I married for the first time to Antonio Zid de Verim [=
Verín] "aragones" [?], and also to Bartolome Gutierrez mi second husband, who I do not know
if he is alive, because he left Madrid 14 years ago to the war. They made deeds of dowry to
me. My goods are these: 100 ducados that this Maria Garzia ows to me … // 600 reales that
doña Maria de Marañon ows to me … [it follows her personal properties] … I order that my bed
5

will be give to Josepha Oytero? [it is Otero], girl six or seven years old, who is with this sister
Ana Otero, who lives in Ortaleza street and married to Juan de Viñas, "oficial de coches". I
order also that 100 reales will bie givern to Francisca Gutierrez, ni sister-in-law, who was sister
of my second husband Bartolome Gutierrez, and today is wife of Martin Terreos "barbero"
who lives at the Basilios. I name my executor to this Martin Terreos, Juan Clavero, "guantero",
and Maria Garzia, "guarnizionera" … // [fol. 298 r.] … Madrid, 3 August 1654, whose witnesses
were Luis Gallo?, notary clerk of province, Gaspar Valentin de las Heras, Juan de Pareja, Juan
de Angora? and Juan de Collados residents in this Court. … Ana de Losada [signed with a fair
hand]

AHPMadrid (Archivo Histórico de Protocolos de Madrid), Protocole 5709 (added in 15 April
2016).
Codicile by Jerónima de Losada, wife of Juan de Salazar, Madrid, 3 September 1653, beofre
the notary public of Madrid Manuel de Vega (AHPM, Protocole 5709, fol. 541 r. [not 542]- 542
r.). Fol. 541 r. … señora doña Geronima de Lossada legitimate wife of señor Juan de Salaçar
residents in Madrid, ill in bed, they gave their proxy each other to make a last will before the
notary clerk of Madrid Martin Llorente in 22 April of 16464, and named each other as heir and
heiress. Today, she orders to give to her aunt señora doña Ana de Losada 200 reales vellon. To
señora doña Luisa de Leon two reales every day. To señora doña Antonia de la Torre 500 du- //
[fol. 541 v.] cados as help to become a religious. To señora doña Agueda Mançano, religious in
the convent of Constantinopla of Madrid, and to señora doña Maria Mançano her sister, 200
reales vellon for each one. To señora doña Isavel Alvarez de Sa, religious in the convent of
Alcoçer 100 reales vellon. To Juana Martinez 200 ducados vellon. To Alonso Gonçalez and
Maria de los Angeles [her slave, see below] his wife 4 reales every day. To señor don Antonio
Maldonado, because the money he borrowed? ["a pertado"] them, 2000 silver reales and 500
reales vellon … // [fol. 542 r.] witnesses Francisco Lopez "cochero", Francisco Lopez Teje?da
and Juan Fernandez Tejada "barveros" who assist in the "tienda?" of Bartolome Navarro
"barvero", residents in this town. … doña Jeronima de Losada [signed with a paraph and good
hand]
Inventory of the goods of Gerónima de Losada, by request of his widewer Juan de Salazar
(AHPM, Protocole 5709, fol. 760 r.-764 r.). Madrid, 12 and 13 November 1653. Her goods, rich,
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This protocole is lost.
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were in their house in Encomienda street. Witnesses: don Antonio de Salazar, Lic. don Pedro
de la Peña, Alonso de Guevara. Signed by Juan de Salazar.
Codicile by Juan de Salazar, Madrid, 19 October 1653 (AHPM, Protocole 5709, fol. 767 r.771 v.). Fol. 767 r. [Note in the left margin: In 22 June 1705 was made a copy of this codicile,
the last will and another codicile, because of request by don Miguel Navarro.] … señor Juan de
Salazar, resident in this town, in health … he has a main house ("casas principales) in the
Encomienda street that he orders will be sold for paying the bequest of his wife Geronima de
Losada … // [fol. 767 v.] … 15000 reales vellon will be divided in four equal parts and delivered
to the person that he has written in a "clausula" to be distributed as he tells in the paper of
this "clausula" for the "descargo de su conciencia" … // [fol. 767 r.] … 1000 ducados vellon will
be delivered to the "preposito" of the Company of Jesus of Madrid to be "impuestos" to create
a "renta" of 50 ducados one year to celebrate two pepertual feasts for the souls of Juan de
Salazar and doña Jeronima de Losada … // … // … [fol 769 r.] … in that will he founded another
memory to distribute a part of the "renta" of this "censo" that he pays to the Colegio Imperial
de la Compañia de Jesus in almonds for poors, widows and blinds of the three prisons … // … //
… [fol. 770 r.] … to Ana de Ssalinas and Alonso de Guevara his servants // [fol. 770 v.] 1 real
every day. … He recokes the bequest by her wife to Maria de los Anxeles, who were a slave of
her of very much confidence, and Alonso Gonçalez her husband, because they have a lot of
goods and Jeronima had not so goods for this bequest. … // … // [fol. 771 v.] The witnesses
were Jospeh de Uxena? "oficial de la pluma", Pedro Garcia, shoomaker, and Francisco Lopez,
"cochero" of Juan de Salazar, and Juan de Sandaa, servant od don Diego Pando de Contreras,
and Pedro Martin "tabernero", residents who are in this town.
Last will of the late Geronima de Losada by her husband Juan de Salazar by proxy of his
wife, Madrid, 21 November 1653(AHPM, Protocole 5709, fol. 772 r.-). … resident in Madrid …
// [fol. 772 v.] … she died in 7 November 1653 … she wanted to be buried in the convent of the
Concepcion Francisca of this town, in the tombe that I have in this church whit its "letrero" and
blason, near the "coro al lado del Evangelio en medio de la reja de dicho coro" … for he soul
and those of her late parents … 2000 low masses 2 reales one mass … // [fol. 773 r.] … to doña
Vitoria de Peralta, wife of don Antonio de salazar mi nephew, I order // [fol. 773 v.] that one
dress of "camelote" will be made for him … she named her executor to señor don Geronimo de
Camargo, member of the Council of His Majesty and his "fiscal" in the Royal Council of Castile he was "fiscal" in the Royal Council of Indias whe my wife made her proxy- … // … Madrid, in
21 November 1653, being witnesses señor don Isidro de Guzman Manuel Polo? / d? Carlos de
Corcas?, Andres de Torres y Alonso de Guevara who are in this town.
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AHPMadrid (Archivo Histórico de Protocolos de Madrid), Protocole 5428, Microfilms Roll
1974 (reference 5428-5429 1st part [fol 1 (E)-229 (follows)]).
Protocole 5428, Fol. 1 (1ª fol. E)-68 (4ª fol. T). Years 1620-1623, 1625-1636, 1641-1643 and
1650 (according to the box of this microfilms roll). Notary Diego Enríquez de Bolaños. No
index. Main findings: 1. Marriage contract in 1627 of Fernando Pereira, merchant resident in
Madrid, native of Vila Flor, Portugal), son of Diego Pereira and Violante Dias, residents in the
same town, to Ana Núñez, daughter of Domingo Nuñez and Inés Pereira, residents in Vila Flor
too. 2. Marriage contract in 1628 of Tomás Rodríguez Pereira (Rodrigues Pereira in
Portuguese), native of Vila Flor, son of Antonio Pereira and Beatriz Gerónima5, residents in Vila
Flor, to Beatriz Gómez (Beatris Gomes in Portuguese), daughter of the late Basco Fernández
Gómez (Fernandes Gomes in Portugese), resident in Vila Flor, and of Inés de Matos, resident in
São João da Pesqueira, Portugal. 3. Among other documents, there are also some commercial
documents of Fernando Montesinos (also Montezinos and even Montezinhos in Portuguese)
and the Rodríguez de Madrid (Rodrigues [de] Madrid in Portuguese) brothers, but not the
marriage contract of Montesinos that I thought was in this protocole.
Records ("Rexistro") of 1623-1643: 1620 [sic]/1630, 1631/1632, 1633-1636 and 16411643 (according to the inner titles of this protocol).
- Records of 1620-1621 [sic] until 1629-1630 (126 folios).
Fol. 9 r.-12 r., 1621-I-4 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1620-1630). Marriage contract by
Françisco de Campos to doña Mençia Lopez, … [Francisco] merchant, resident in Madrid and
native of Villa Flor [= Vila Flor] in Portugal … [Mençia] legitimate daughter of Oliberos Nuñez
and Leonor Enriquez natives of Vila Flor … Fol. 12 r.: witnesses Francisco Nuñez Montesinos,
business agent ("axente de negoçios"), Antonio Mendez and Luis Gomez, residents in Madrid.
Fol. 51 r. and v., 1625-III-8 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1620-1630). Proxy ("Carta de
Poder") by Fernando Montesinos, resident in Madrid, Portuguese merchant, to Manuel Lopez
Ferro my nephew resident in this [Royal] Court (it is to say, Madrid) for charging money and
merchandise ("mercaderias") in his name. Fol. 51 v.: witnesses Domingo Gomez, Fernando
Baez Bravo and Martin Alvarez who are in Madrid.
Fol. 58 r.-59 r., 1627-IX-2 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1620-1630). Marriage contract
by Fernando Pereira, merchant, native of Villa Flor, in Portugal, resident in Madrid, legitimate
5

Gerónima would be her last name, likely a 'feminization' of Gerónimo or Jerónimo, which could be the
last name or the first name of her father, or the last name of her mother.
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son of Diego Pereira and Biolante [sic] Diaz his wife, residents in that village = I agreed a church
marriage to Ana Nuñez, legitimate daughter of Domingo Nuñez and Ines Pereira his wife,
natives also of Villa Flor … they give me 40.000 "reales castellanos" [an ancient coin of Castile].
Fol. 59 r.: witnesses Manuel Gomez, Françisco Ferreira [sic] and Martin Albarez, Portuguese
men who are ("estantes") in Madrid.
Fol. 75 r. and v., 1628-IV-28 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1620-1630). Bond ("carta de
obligaçion") by Francisco and Antonio Rodriguez de Madrid, brothers, inhabitants in Madrid
and residents in this town, for paying to Geronimo Rodriguez del Caño, also inhabitant and
resident in this town, 45.300 Castilian "reales". Fol. 75 v.: witnesses Alonso Montero, Domingo
Ruiz and Juan Fernandez del Castillo, who are ("estantes") in this town.
Fol. 80 r.-82 r., 1628-X-23 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1620-1630). Document of
payment and receipt of dowry ("recibo de dote") by Thomas Rodriguez Pereira, resident in
Madrid, native of the town of Villa Flor [= Vila Flor, Bragança] in the kingdom of Portugal,
letigimate son of Antonio Pereira and Beatriz Geronima my parents, residents in this town of
Villa Flor = I have agreed a church marriage to doña Beatriz Gomez, legitimate daughter of late
Basco [sic, = Vasco] Fernandez Gomez, resident in Villa Flor, and of doña Ines de Matos,
resident in San Juan de la Pesquera [São João da Pesqueira, Viseu], in the kingdom of Portugal
too. Doña Ines de Matos has promised to me 8.500 ducats ("ducados") and she delivers them
to me now. Fol. 80 v. Thomas receives this money in this form: 4.000 double silver ducats
("ducados de plata doble") and 3.000 ducats in copper and silver alloy ("ducados en vellon"),
and the 1.000 other ducats in (cf. fol. 80 r.) gold jewels, damask bed hangings, one damask
bed, linen and home precious things ("xoyas de oro, colgaduras de brocateles y [una] cama de
damasco, ropa blanca y preseas de casa"). Fol. 81 r. This personal property ("bienes muebles)
adds up to 11.000 "reales". Thomas gives to his future wife 2.000 double silver ducats as
security for the wedding ("en arras pr o[p]ter nunçias [= nuptias]"). Fol. 82 r.: witnesses
Melchor Rodriguez, Françisco Rodriguez Gomez and Lope Gomez, who are ("estantes") in this
[Royal] Court. [Note: I photocopied this all document; the copy of each page costed 0.15
euros].
- Records of 1631-1632
Fol. 1 r.-2 r., 1631-I-15 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1631-1632). Marriage contract by
Manuel Nuñez Mendez, resident in Murçia [Spain], who I am now in Madrid, to Maria Nuñez,
legitimate daughter of the late Enriquez Mendez and the late Maria Nuñez. His brother
Antonio Mendez Tellez has offered to me 2.000 double silver ducats ("ducados de plata
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doble"). Fol. 2 r.: witnesses Antonio Roriguez, Martin Gomez and Alonso Mendez who are in
this Court.
Fol. 4 r. and v., 1631-III-17 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1631-1632). Proxy by
Françisco and Antonio Rodriguez de Madrid, brothers and residents in this Court, to Antonio
de Soria, also resident in Madrid, to charge several amounts. Fol. 4 v.: witnesses Domingo
Alonso, Juan Martin and Alonso? de Noguera who are in Madrid.
Fol. 5 r.-6 v., 1631-VII-15 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1631-1632). Julian Henriquez,
resident in Madrid, says that he and on behalf of Fernando Montesinos, he went to Caceres
[Spain] and buyed to Lic. Graviel [sic] Gutierrez de Prado a lot of wool 'arrobas' [1 'arroba' was
about 25 lbs] ("arrovas de lana"), and they sent Geronimo Gomez, their agent ("factor"), for
cleaning them. They wanted sent these whools by ship to Italy, but Gutierrez de Prado got hold
of them again because he said that they should give to him a guarantor ("se volvio a apoderar
de las dichas lanas por deçir le avian de dar … fiador"). After, in 9 April of this year, his widow
[sic] doña Elvira de Campofrio compelled ("obligo") Julian Henriquez and Fernando Montesinos
and their wifes doña Serafina and doña Leonor de Almeyda [wife of Montesinos]. In 5 May,
Julian and doña Serafina revoked ("revocaron") their proxy before the notary Domingo Alvarez.
… [I have not seen the fol. 5v.-6 r.]. Fol. 6 v.: witnesses Françisco de Almeyda, Damian
Dominguez and Diego Cardosso [sic] who are in Madrid.
- Records of 1633-1636
Fol. 1 r.-3 r., 1633-XII-31 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1633-1636). Bond by Lucas
Daça, merchant resident in Madrid, and Leonor Rodriguez his wife, residents in la Calle del
Pozo street, to pay to Antonio de Soria, resident in Madrid, 9.606 Castilian "reales" and one
fourth of "real" ("un quartillo" = "cuartillo").
Fol. 40 r.-41 r., 1634-X-25 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1633-1636). Bond by Manuel
Nuñez Mendez and Antonio Mendez Tellez, brothers-in-law, for payng to Francisco Fernandez,
resident in Madrid, 12.000 Castilian "reales" for 100 "libras" [1 "libra" = about 460 g in Castile]
of very fine and glossy black silk ("de seda negra joyante"). Fol. 41 r.: witnesses Juan Martinez,
Antonio de Soria and Antonio Rodriguez who are in Madrid.
Note: another bond in 1634-X-27, by Manuel Nuñez Mendez and Antonio Mendez
Tellez in fol. 42 r.-43 r., for paying to Baltezar Henriquez, merchant resident in Madrid, 21.140
"reales" for 4 bundles of linen of mid-quality ("fardos de [lienzos] nabales").
- Records of 1641-1643 [sic] (68 folios)
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Fol. 62 r. and v., 1642-XII-20 (AHPMadrid, Prot. 5428, 1641-1643). Document of
payment by Xaçinto de Lemos, knight of Santiago and general treasurer of the saltworks of
Andalusia and the [Spanish] coast ("salinas de Andaluçia y costa de la mar"), resident in
Madrid, to Fernando Montesinos and? ssato? [Sebastian] de Almeyda Lopez treasurers of the
saltworks ("salinas") de Galiçia and Asturias, and to Antonio de Castro Lopez, resident in
Seville, for paying to them all the rights of the salt earned until today6. … Fol. 62 v.: witnesses
Domingo Alonso, Antonio Rodriguez and Martin Lopez who are in this Court. [Note: there is
another document about this matter in fol. 63 r.-65 r., 1643-XII-20].

AHPMadrid, Protocole 2111, Microfilms Roll 308-A (reference 2111, from fol. 140, until ref.
2112, fol. 42). Updated in 6th November 2014 (no result; I finished to see the whole
protocole). I saw only a little part of this protocole, because I went directly to see the inventory
of the estate of Domingo Pereira in 1610, whose refference is in the books of (incomplete)
indexes of last wills of these archives7. Main finding: Inventory in 1610 of the goods of the late
Domingo Pereira, Portuguese merchant resident in Madrid, probably native of Vila Flor or its
area, brother of Antonio Pereira, also merchant and neighour of Madrid, relatives of Beatris
Pereira. (This Antonio Pereira could be the father of Tomás Rodríguez Pereira; if Antonio and
his family had lived also in Madrid during the Thomás' infancy, this would explain better
because in some books it is said that Thomás was born in Madrid).
Protocole 2111 (since the folio 140). Year 1608 [etc]. Notary Felipe de Escobar. No index.
Fol. 671 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, 1608-1610?). Codicile of Doña Maria de la Hoz,
widow of the receiver ("contador") Gaspar de Fuentes del Arco, resident in this town, ill in her
bed.
Fol. 672 r.-679 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, 1608-1610?). [Inventory of goods ("inventario
de bienes") of the late Domingo Pereira, merchant native of Portugal, brother of Antonio
Pereira, 1610-II-1; photocopied, 15 pages]. Antonio Pereira, resident in Madrid, I say that my
brother Domingos [sic] Pereira, Portuguese merchant, resident in this town, died in it in 24
January 1610 and by his last will he made Antonio his testamentary executor and I must make
the inventory of his goods. Fol. 672 v., Licence for making the inventory, 1610-II-1; beginning
6

Cf.
http://books.google.es/books?ei=g68SVK24IuWQ7AanpYHQBA&hl=es&id=KWonAQAAMAAJ&dq=%22Al
meida+Lopez%22+salinas&focus=searchwithinvolume&q=Montesinos
7
In these indexes it is also this refference about one Antonio Pereira: last will made by Antonio Pereira,
native of Portugal, in 21 November 1679, Protocole 24779, fol. 502 r.-503 r. (I did not see this last will,
because time pressed and it does not seem so interesting for this research).
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of the inventory: four folding chairs ("sillas de cadera"). Fol. 673 r., 1610-II-15, Antonio Pereira,
Portuguese merchant, resident in Madrid, follows the inventory: bonds ("obligaciones") of
1609-1610 in favour of Domingo Pereira, as, for example, one bond against Manuel Françisco
and Françisco Dias, Portuguese men before the notary Miguel Alvarez in 1609-XI-10; another
one (fol. 673 v.) before Miguel Alvarez of 2.009 eedatos? [escudos?] and 23 "reales" against
Pedro Gomez Lopez, resident in Villa Flor, to pay in 1610-V-18; another one against Domingo
Rodriguez resident in El Fondo [= O Fundâo, Castelo Branco, Portugal] and Jeronimo Nuñez
[Nunes Carvalho?] resident in El Texoso [= O Teixoso, Castelo Branco, Portugal] in 1609; (f. 674
r.) another one against the late Diego Nuñez Vizeo [= Viseo]; another one against Juan
Rodriguez de Villarreal and his guarantor ("fiador") Antonio Fernandez Villarreal. Fol. 674 v.:
witnesses of this inventory Jorge Pereyra, Adan Sobrino and Françisco Perez who are in
Madrid; 1610-IV-22, Antonio Pereira is wery ill in his bed and he can not continue this
inventory. Fol. 675 r.: 1610-V-17, continuation of this inventory by Antonio Pereira: more
bonds, for example (fol. 675 v.), one bond against [= by] Jorge Fernandez del Muro, Portuguese
man native of Villa Flor before Miguel Alvarez in Madrid in 1609-IV-21; (fol. 676 r.) another one
against Manuel Fernandez Serrano resident in Avila [Spain], Portuguese man; another one
against Françisco Nuñez Chaves; (fol. 676 v.) another one in 1607 against Manuel Fernandez
resident in Canados?8, resident in Cuenca?; [continuation of this inventory:] in money, 4.000
"reales", and 29 gold "escudos" [another ancient Spanish coin], and 396 more "reales" that
Beatris Pereira gave to him on behalf of Enrique Vaez (or Anrique Vaz), for one bill ("letra")
that this should charge of Domingo Dias Cabrar [= Cabral?] in Valladolid [Spain] for Domingo
Pereira; 4 whole bundles of linen of mid-quality ("fardos interos de liensos nabales" [= "lienzos
navales"]); (fol. 677 r.); another bond against Antonio Fernandez Blanco resident in Najera [La
Rioja, Spain]; another one against Antonio Fernandez and Manuel Fernandez his surety
residents in Casarrubio[s del Monte, Toledo, Spain]; (fol. 677 v.) another one against Juan
Lopez Peres resident in Andujar [Cordoba, Spain], Portuguese man, in 1605; another one
against Pedro Suares and Jorje Dias residents in lameda? [Almeida??]; (fol. 678 r.) another one
against Manuel Lopez Duro resident in Villa Flor for half and 2.501 "reales" in 1608-I-18;
another one against Diego Amesquita native of Villa Flor for 740 "reales", in Palencia [Castile,
Spain] in 1602-II-14; (fol. 678 v.) witnesses Françisco Peres and Rodrigo Dias who are in Madrid
and Jorje Pereira who is in this Court. Fol. 679 r.: it was ordered that a copy of this inventory
was given to Antonio Pereira.
Search backwards unsuccessfully of the last will of Domingo Pereira, until the folio …:
8

There is a village called Canados in the province of Lisboa, Portugal.
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Fol. 635 r.-644 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, 1608-1610?). Last will of Graviel [sic, =
Gabriel] Rodriguez Pardo, Portuguese man, resident in Madrid, ill in his bed. … Fol. 638 v.:
Manuel Rodriguez Pardo my brother. Gabriel had business in salt, for example in Badajoz. Fol.
640 r.: Simon Rodriguez Pardo my nephew. Fol. 641 r.: Mencia de Silva my wife. Etc.
Note: 11th September 2014 I saw until the fol. 534 r., 1608-VI-17.
Updated in 6th November 2014: this day I saw from the aforementioned fol. 534 r. until
the fol. 139 v., beginning of this protocole 2111 in the Microfilms Roll 308-A
Fol. 442 v. and following (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, notary Felipe de Escobar, 16081610?). Last will of doña Blanca de la Cerda, Countess of Cifuentes, in Toledo, 6 April 1605. Into
one document dated in Toledo, 8-3-1605, fol. 398 r. and following.
Fol. 395 r. and following (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, notary Felipe de Escobar, 1608-1610?).
Document about doña Ana María de Zúñiga, marquise of Ayamonte.
Note: thery are a lot of documents related to the nonastery of San Pedro Martir of the
town of Toledo, of the Order of Saint Dominic.
Fol. 329 r. and following (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, notary Felipe de Escobar, 1608-1610?).
Doña Ana Manrique de Zúñiga y Sotomayor, marquise of Ayamonte (mother of doña Blanca de
la Cerda), to the monastery of San Pedro Martir of Toledo. 1608. Beginning of the documents
about this monastery.
Fol. 252 r. and following (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, notary Felipe de Escobar, 1608-1610?).
Inventory of goods of the late Marcos de Estrada. 1608.
Fol. 232 r. and following (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, notary Felipe de Escobar, 1608-1610?).
Beginning of the Records by Felipe de Escobar, notary of Province in this Court ("escribano de
Provincia en esta Corte").
Fol. 231 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 2111, notary Felipe de Escobar, 1608-1611). Closed last
wills, guardianshps ("Curadurias"), and judiciary documents and sales ("ventas") before the
notary of Province Felipe de Escovar until the end of 1611.
Search from the fol 680 r. until the fol. 701 r., 23 August 1610: nothing of interest about
the Rodrigues Pereira.

AHPMadrid, Protocole 3873, Microfilms Roll 39 first copy (reference 3872, from fol. 450, until
ref. 3873, fol. 626). Added in 6th November 2014. I saw since the fol. 513 until the fol. 556 r.
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Fol. 513 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 3873, notary Francisco del Campo, 1625). Inventory of goods
of the late Leonor Gerónima, wife of Pedro Soler, in 4th April 1625. Doña Catalina Gutierres
[her mother?, her daughter?, her sister?] and Pedro Soler were testamentary executors of
Leonor Gerónima, wife of the aforementioned Pedro Soler.
Fol. 513 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 3873, notary Francisco del Campo, 1625): Inventory: Sheets
("sabanas"); fol. 514 r.: sheets, chemises, "paño de red de cama", "delanteras de cama de red",
etc. (more bed linen); fol. 514 v.: pillows ("almohadas"), manteles, towels… one Christ-child
("un niño Jesús") …; fol. 515 r.: … lienzo casero… [costumes and jewels:] mantos … una cadena,
un vestido de gorgorán … una valona …; fol. 515 v.: … 3 imagenes de Nuestra Señora and
others of Jesus and some saints … three chests ("cofres"), 4 coffers ("arcas") … 500 reales in
glass for her job ("bridio para su oficio"), … fol. 516 r.: un perol, dos cazos medianos, una
escalera, un enjugador, un caldero, un alnafe … un agnus Dei de oro … un christo de oro …; fol.
516 v.: … una gargantilla de oro … unas arracadas de oro …; fol. 517 r.: letter of payment of
the goods of this inventory for 7.433 reales. Pedro Soler did not know sign.
Search forward until the fol. 556 r., Inventory of goods of Isidro Lasso.

AHPMadrid, Protocole 61, tenured notary ("escribano del número") of Madrid Gabriel
Fernández and royal notary Cristóbal Peñalber, Microfilms Roll 18 (Protocoles 61, 62, 63 and
the first part of Protocole 64). Added in 6th November 2014. The protocole 61 begins in the
fol. 1 r., ancient 180 r. (1st foliation), Madrid, 15-5-1654 (sic). I saw until the fol. 461 r.
included.
Fol. 451 r. (ancient fol. 147, 1st foliation; AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber,
1563). Last will of Miguel Gerónimo, silversmith, resident of Cordova, husband of Inés de León,
in 17th September 1563 (fol. 451 r.-456 v.). Father of Juan Bautista (Bautista would be his last
name), Ana Hernández, María Hernández, Isabel de Córdova and Inés de León. Brother of
Francisco de Cordova, alledgedly also a silversmith in Cordova, and Gonzalo Alonso.
"Testamento de Migel [sic] Geronimo" … "Miguel Geronimo platero veçino de la çibdad de
Cordova" who is now in Madrid ill; if he dies in Madrid he orders be buried in the parish of
Santa Maria where he lives now, and if he dies in // (fol. 451 v.) the town of Cordova he orders
be buried in Nuestra Señora de las Angustias in San Agustín; he charged enough masses for his
soul and his parents (whose names are not said) in several parishes: 20 in Santa Maria, 10 in
San Gil and 10 in San Francisco of Madrid //
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Fol. 452 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). also 40 masses in Las
Angustias of Cordove for him and his deceased relatives ("mis difuntos"), and nine masses
("novenario") in San Agustín; and 20 masses in the monastery of Atocha and 10 in the
monastery of the "mínimos", etc.
Fol. 452 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). He has one warrant
("cédula") against the lord don Juan Pacheco of 64,000 maravedis; also one bill of exchange
("libranza") in Cordova of more than 800 reales by the lord don Luis de Sotomayor; one
warrant of the lord don Hernando de Borja of 12 ducados. Note: he had important clients.
Fol. 453 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). He has another warrant
of the lord Marquis of Aguilar of 300 ducados. Other lords owe money to thim: don Rodrigo
Mendez, son of the Marquis of Cenete; don Rodrigo Manrique, son of the lady high guard
("guarda mayor"); the Count of Modica (4,000 reales of them to the silversmith of Cordova
Alonso Aragonés, which are of Miguel Gerónimo; don Luis de Guzmán //
Fol. 453 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). Other debtors
("deudores"): Antonio de Balentin, hosier temporarily in this Court ("calcetero andante en
Corte"); don Josepe de Acuña. Miguel Gerónimo states that him and his brother Francisco de
Cordova made one harness ("jaez") which bought the Marquise of Gibraleón for 1,200
ducados. Other debtors: Juan Sanchez, silversmith of Cordova; the lord don Rodrigo de
Mendoza; don Diego Haro, resident in Cordova; the aforementioned Alonso Aragónes; the
licenciado del Pozo, resident in Cordova; don Juan de Valenzuela, schoolmaster
("maestrescuela") of Cordova; don Juan Perez, resident in Cordova //
Fol. 454 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). More debtors: don
Antonio de Toledo, commander ("comendador") of Alcolea. Miguel Jerónimo owes 250
ducados to the lord Gaspar de Ribera, resident in Cordova; and other amounts to the lord don
Juan de Haro, resident in Cordova; and the silversmith of Madrid Juan Sanchez. He refers to
the differences in the accounts with his brother Francisco de Cordova, that he wants arrange //
Fol. 455 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). He orders that one
warant was turned to Juan Fernandez, silversmith of Cordova (he refers to payments in
Medina del Campo, where he mentioned before that he went to). He has arranged the
marriage of his daughter Ana Hernandez to Andres Hortiz, resident in Cordova, and he charges
this matter to his wife Inés de León. He charges also to her their children and grandchildren in
order to be good Christian, and he named her their guardian ("tutora").
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Fol. 455 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). He made a contract of
marriage for his wife Ines de León before Carmona, tenured notary ("del numero") of Ecija
[province of Seville]; he betters her inheritance in the third and remainder ("remanente") of
his goods.
Fol. 456 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). I have of my legitimate
marriage to Inés de León these children: Juan Bautista and Ana Hernández and María
Hernández and Isabel de Córdova and Inés de León [sic]. He nominates as his testamentary
executors Juan Rodríguez de Bavia and Hernando de Orça, silversmiths temporarily in this
Court ("andantes en Corte"), and Galo de Cordova and Inés de León my wife, and Gonçalo
Alonso and Françisco de Cordova my brothers.
Fol. 456 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 61, notary Cristóbal Peñalber, 1563). I nominate as my
inheritors Juan Bautista, Anna Hernández, María Hernández, Isabel de Córdova and Inés de
León my children and of my wife Inés de León. Madrid, 17th September 1563, witnesses Tomé
Rodríguez and Francisco Sánchez and Miguel García and Nofle [= Onofre?] de Rivera residents
in this town ("villa") of Madrid, and Eugenio de Villalba who is ("estante") in it. Miguel
Hieronimo [signed with a paraph].
I saw until the fol. 461 r. included.

AHPMadrid, Protocole 9081, notary Antonio Rodríguez Ajamil, 1656-1657. Last will of Antonio
de Losada, husband of Isabel Alfonso (probably Afonso in Portuguese), 11 April 1656, fol. 128
r.-129 r. With no children. He was a son of the late Pedro Rodríguez and the late Isabel Méndez
de Losada, natives and residents in Vinhais (Bragança, Portugal). Antonio had a brother-in-law
named Miguel Juan de Castro (his surnames would be Juan de Castro). Added in 6th November
2014. I saw since the fol. 114 r. until the fol. 170 r.
Fol. 128 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 9081, notary Antonio Rodríguez Ajamil, 1656-1657).
Testamento de Antonio de Lossada + En 11 de abrill de 1656. … I, Antonio de Lossada, resident
in this borough, legitimate son of Pedro Rodriguez and Isavel Mendez de Losada 9, both of
them deceased, residents and natives who were of the land of Viñaes [= Vinhais], Kingdom of

9

About these surnames, cf. the auto-da-fé made in Madrid in 1680, in
http://books.google.es/books?id=IHxpAAAAIAAJ&pg=RA1PA38&dq=%22Pedro+Rodr%C3%ADguez%22+%22Isabel+M%C3%A9ndez%22&hl=es&sa=X&ei=uG1eVM
fEIoWy7QalzoDoBw&ved=0CCYQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=%22Pedro%20Rodr%C3%ADguez%22%20%22
Isabel%20M%C3%A9ndez%22&f=false
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Portugal, being ill in my bed … I order to be buried in the parish church of San Luis whose
parishioner ("parrochiano") I am.
Fol. 128 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 9081, notary Antonio Rodríguez Ajamil, 1656-1657). I
nominate as my testamentary executors Isavel Alfonsso my wife and Miguel Juan de Castro my
brother-in-law. Because I have not legitimate children, I name my heeress Isavel Alfonsso my
wife.
Fol. 129 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 9081, notary Antonio Rodríguez Ajamil, 1656-1657). Madrid,
11th April 1656, witnesses Pedro del Prado, Manuel Felis [= Félix?], Pedro Tello, Antonio del
Campo and Pedro Rodríguez, residents in this Court. Antonio de Lossada can not sign because
he is ill.

AHPMadrid, Protocolo 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640 and 1641. Partition ("Partición")
of goods of Antonio Rodríguez, tapestry weaver, 13 June 1625, fol. 506, as widower of Catalina
Gil, of whom he had a son named Juan Rodríguez (in 1641 licenciate and accounter). Antonio
made a contract marriage to Isabel Díaz Delgado, niece of the linen merchant Juan de Rivera. It
seems that Antonio had a brother called don Juan Rodríguez, apothekary. Antonio married
after to Mrs. María Rodríguez, native of Galicia, in 3 May 1629. In 1641 he was a "familiar"
(representative) of the Holy Office ("Santo Oficio") and had some minor children.
Previous folio to the fol. 506 r.: «Ynbentario de los bienes de Antonio Rodriguez tapiçero /
1625».
Fol. 506 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). «En el nombre
de Dios Amen». Madrid, 3 June 1625. Antonio Rodríguez, tapestry weaver, resident in Madrid,
widower of Catalina Gil, who have as legitimate son Juan Rodríguez, 8 years old.
Fol. 506 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). One house in
Atocha street in front of the monastery of Santo Tomás which they bought for 2,500 ducados.
Fol. 507 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Tapestries.
Fol. 508 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Costumes
("Bestidos").
Fol. 509 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Linen ("Ropa
blanca").
Fol. 510 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Wood things.
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Fol. 510 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Silver things.
Fol. 511 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Rents of
tapestries («De quentas de Alquileres de Tapiçes»).
Fol. 512 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Money from
pledges («Dineros de obras y prendas empeñadas que se le deven»). … Acosta one Portuguese
man on one jewel ("sobre una joya firmeça") 41 reales.
Fol. 512 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). … Alonso
Hernandez for one shotgun ("escopeta") 12 reales.
Fol. 513 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). … Andres
Rodriguez 12 reales … [Kitchen things:] "Cossas y adreços [sic, for "aderezos"] de la cocina y
otras niñerias de cassa" …
Fol. 513 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). … Debts ("Las
deudas que tiene y tenia…") … to Andres Rodriguez bailiff of Palace ("Alguacil de la furriera de
Palacio") 1,110 reales en bellon … to some men ("hombres de Lietro?" [cf. infra "letrio") for
some carpets ("alfombras") to sell them 1,100 reales …
Fol. 515 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Madrid, 13-61625, witnesses Diego Sanchez de Moscosso, the notary Pedro de Villoslada and Gaspar de
Urbina who are ("estantes") in this Court.
Request. Antonio Rodrigez, tapestry weaver, wants marry to Isabel Diaz Delgado, niece
of Juan de Rivera, linen merchant ("mercader de lienceria"), according to the contract of
marriage that they made before the notary Diego Ramirez.
Fol. 517 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Appointment
("Nombramiento") of Pedro Brañaq [= Blanac], tapestry weaver who lives in the Mayor street,
for price ("tasar") the tapestries of Antonio Rodríguez in order to ascertain what the previous
profit ("gananciales") goods of his marriage to Catalina Gil are for his son Juan Rodríguez. Also
another people, Antonio de Seoane, was appointed for pricing the costumes ("vestidos") and
linen.
Fol. 518 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Valuation of the
tapestries.
Fol. 520 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). … one tapestry
with the coat of arms of Portugal ("Un repostero de las armas de Portugal fino y grandeletrio?"
[cf. supra "hombres de lietro"]) …
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Fol. 525 v. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Silver and gold
things ("Cossas de Plata y oro") …
Fol. 530 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). … Madrid, 4 July
1625, Antonio Rodriguez, tapestry weaver, and Juan de Rivera, linen merchant in Las Postas
street. Rivera and his niece had said that the valuation has been very high, in 500 ducados
more. They arrive to an arrangement.
Fol. 532 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Isabel Diaz had
less than 25 years. Witnesses: Gaspar de Araujo and Pedro Branaque [= Blanac, tapestry of the
King] and Luis de Saçeda "jubitero" (maker of "jubetes", +- doublets maker), who are in this
Court. Before the notary Balthasar Salgado de Mogueymes [= Mogueimes, in Galicia].
Before fol. 533 r. (AHPMadrid, Prot. 7409, notary Antonio Gutiérrez, 1640-1641). Don Juan
Rodriguez "voticario" [apothekary] my brother, Madrid, 4-5-1640? / The Sr. Antonio Rodriguez
married the day of Santa Cruz [3d] of May of 1629 to the Sra. D.ª Maria Rodriguez native of the
Kingdom of Galicia.
Note: there are immediately after more later documents about this family. Antonio
Rodríguez was "familiar" (a representative) of the Holy Office ("Santo Oficio") of the
Inquisition. His son Juan Rodriguez was licenciate ("licenciado") and accountant ("contador").
There is also an inventory of the amounts expended for Catalina Gil in her burial and masses
and alms ("limosnas") in different parishes and monasteries. In 1641 Antonio had minor
children. The are more valutations of goods until the fol. 567 r. These documents finish in the
fol. 568 r., 12-8-1641, with the final approval of this inventory.
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